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Local activities of ACM student chapter in Kuwait University 2016
Introduction
In this document, the society summarizes the list of events and services that were organized during the period December 2015 until April 2016. This list is provided as part of our participation in the contest.

November 2015

The beginning
On November 26\textsuperscript{th}, the new coordinators for the society of Computer Engineers were chosen and were assigned titles based on an interview that was run by the society supervisor Dr. Ammar Alhusaini, previous society chairman Mr. Omar Almutairi, and previous society treasur Mr. Khazam Alhamdan on 23\textsuperscript{rd} November and thus, the following titles were assigned to 2015-2016 society members of ACM as follow:

Chairman: Arwa Alhashemi
Vice Chairman: Fajer Almutairi
Treasures: Wathha Almutairi
Development and training coordinator: Maryam Althifairi
Social media and information coordinator: Maryam Alrasheedi
Membership coordinator: Alya Alrasheedi
Public relations coordinator: Abrar Alazmi
Academic affairs coordinator: Hebah Alenezi
Student affairs coordinator: Maryam Malallah
Vice student affairs coordinator: Fahad Albasri

The previous list was officially announced and published by Kuwait Magazine which is an electronic magazine interested in student’s news.
December 2015

ACM membership booth (2\textsuperscript{nd} December)

For the first booth in 2015-2016, we ought to get student’s suggestions over the list of activities that we are planning to provide through the year. In the booth we took students registration for ACM membership and gather active members to work with the society as volunteers. Printables, crunchies and cupcakes were given to visitors. We had also played the crossword game.
Power-bank to borrow (9th December)

As a service offered to the students, the society has eight power-banks available for students whose phone battery died on need.
Course offering (8\textsuperscript{th} December)

For students who faced problems registering their courses for the spring semester either because course conflicting with another course, not offered, or closed. The society had offered the students the chance to list the courses they need to give them to the department to see if they can offer them.
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In order to gather suggestions from the department students regarding the problems they have and the list of open activities they wish us to provide we had started a hashtag on twitter and Instagram where followers can express their needs in.
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#QuestionofTheWeek : What does these numbers resemble? (26th December)

Participants are given the chance to get their names in the withdrawal for free seats in either iOS or Unity courses offered by the society.
Twitter activity: The last”est” final (27th December)

As part of drawing the smile on the face of those whom having their finals late thus starting their vacation later, the society offered for the first three latest followers the chance to win a prize which is a custom-made perler beads medals.
Free course withdrawal by Dr. Mohammad Alkandari (28th December)

To encourage students in taking the courses (iOS and game development), the society had offered the chance of winning free seats in either courses by withdrawing the names of those who had answered correctly the last #QuestionofTheWeek. Dr. Mohammad Alkandari participated and did the withdrawing.
“Engineer of the year” contest (30th December – 1st January)

The society ran a contest where participants share their achievements in the year 2015 with twitter and Instagram, at the end we had chosen one winner to be called the “Engineer of the year” and give certificates of appreciation to all other participants.
January 2016

Engineering Expo media coverage for Computer Engineering senior projects (3rd January)

At the end of the semester, the society volunteered to provide media coverage through their Snapchat account to highlight students’ senior project. We had also spread the word congratulating the students who won the first place in the award offered by KFAS.
#QuestionOfTheWeek: What does CpES represent in this graph? (Depth first search challenge) (5th March)

As part of providing knowledge and fun, the question aimed at testing students in logical thinking and relating questions to the material they are learning.
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